Picture a world-class hotel that excels at everything you’d expect, whilst offering pleasures
and discoveries you never anticipated. Then, think of a staff of explorers, curators and
connoisseurs who delight in bringing you the latest indulgences, whilst presenting their own
interpretation of the classics. Now imagine a hotel where all this is not the goal, but the
starting point. Welcome to The Berkeley.
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KOFFMANN'S

The Berkeley
From business pow-wows to matches made in heaven, The Berkeley’s professional
planning team, personal service and airy, light event rooms guarantee memorable
occasions for 2 to 450 guests. The event spaces have a dedicated private entrance, all
the latest kit and caboodle and were recently re-designed by leading interior designers.
key f a c t s :
There are six distinctive private event spaces at The Berkeley:

Ballroom
OPUS SUITE

Recently refurbished and complete with a private entrance, this magnificent room can be used in conjunction
with the adjoining Belgravia Room for a reception.

Belgravia Room

With large windows overlooking Wilton Place, this is a light, spacious and elegant venue perfect for use on its
own or in combination with the Ballroom.

Mulberry Room

Recently redecorated with luxurious fabrics and furnishings this sophisticated, graceful room offers comfort
and distinguished design.

Wilton Room

Offers a refined atmosphere and seamless facilities with windows facing Wilton Place.
• With a dedicated private events entrance and stunning gallery, complete privacy can be assured with
the entire events wing cornered off for your exclusive use.
• Each of the 203 rooms, including 57 suites, at the Berkeley are a study in urbane comfort with simple,
beautifuldetailscombined.
TERRACE JUNIOR SUITE

• 	The Berkeley’s rooftop pool and Bamford Haybarn Spa provide a slice of countryside calm above the
bustle of Knightsbridge.
• Discover two Michelin-starred dining at Marcus; Koffmann’s, the legendary chef’s eponymous
Gascon bistro complete with private dining room for up to 18 guests; the newly refurbished
Collin's Room is just the place for delicious British all-day dining and the fashionista’s favourite
afternoon tea, Prêt-à-Portea; and the Blue Bar is inked in the little black book of those in the know.
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rec - reception; din - dinner; the - theatre; cla - classroom; hol - hollow square; u-sh - u-shape; cab - cabaret; boa - boardroom
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“Attention to detail, personal
service, pleasant and efficient
staff, thoughtful room
amenities and great
communication at The
Berkeley all contributed to
the visit of our global
leadership team being such a
success.”

THE BERKELEY BALLROOM

